The inftuence of the weight of mutes on the played tones of a violin and on the vibration of an isolated cello bridge are investigated. The former shows that the higher the tone pitch, the greater the itiuenee of the mute. The latter shows that the heavier the mutes, the lower the frequencies and amplitudes of the main resonances.
INTRODUCTION
The phrase "con sordino" is U4 in a score for the violin family to indicate the use of a mute or a sordino. The deviee sewes to "soften" (1) or "darken" (2) the tones generated and to reduce the over-all intensity. The 'KS-type Fantastic Sofllno" mute studied in this paper are quite new (3) and were devisd by two Japanese violinists, K. Katoh and T. Sugano. Although the mutes are not yet tilng marketed, they have been presentd to some famous violinism, such as Itihak Perlman, Jean-Ja~es Kantorow, Toshlya Etoh, and Mariko Senjyu. The last three persons say that the mute is the best they have ever used. The mutes are made of gold plati phosphor bronze bent to an Q-shape and coverd with a vinyl tube. They weigh from 1.35 to 1.85 gmms for a viotin, 1.85 to 2.50 g for a viola, and 6,0 to 9.5 g for a cello. The weight of the mute ean be adjusted slightiy by the length of vinyl tube. T. Etoh said that a 1.50 g mute best suited his G~' and a 1.55 g mute best suitd his Smdivm. (3) . In this cortn~tion, the most commordy used mute, "Torte two hole," weighs 1.68 g. In this paper, we try to investigate the itiuence of the weight of "KS-type Fantastic Sordlno" on the tones of a violin.
TONE SAMPLES AND THEIR SPECTRAL ENVELOPES
A skilled violinist (who was a student of Indiana University at that time and finished third in the "Paganirti International Violin Contest" two years later) bowed the muted and unmuti me~o-fo~e notes ranged fmm 03 to B5 in an aneehoic room. The mute weights were 1.40, 1.47, 1.54, 1.60, and 1.72g. The violin was a Tononi (old Itiy, 1700) and the bow was Finkel (made in Germany). Played tones were picked up with a 1~-inch electret wndenser microphone set about one meter from the bridge and recorded on a DAT reeorder (SOW 300~). The violinist was requested to play abut one seeond per tone without vibrato. In this study, only tones of four open (G, D, A and E) and three stopped (D4 on the G string, & on the D string, and E5 on the A string) strings were~yzed.
Our study fwuses on the specti envelopes during the stiy state of each tone as the relative levels of the harmonic contents were approximately qd throu@ the steady state.~anrdyses were eonductd. The sampling frequency is 50WZ and there are 2W data points with a hamming window. To clarify the itiuenees of the mute weights, s~ti envelopes were displayd with the abscissa changed from frequency to the order of the harmo~ic~. The resdts for only two open strings are shown in Fig. 1 . From these figures and the five omitted figures, we cans= the following features. 1. The mute weight does not itiuena G3 and D4 tones very much except for the higher order harmonics.
2. The ifluence is CIW for~and E5 tones, although tendencies of the i~uence are not elm.
INFLUENCE OF THE WEIGHT OF MUTE ON THE VIBRATION OF A CELLO BRIDGE
In order to futier clarify the itiuence of the of mute weight, we measu~the frequency responses of the driving point admittance and the~sfer force of an isolated allo bridge (4). To sepamte the vibration modes, we sel~td thr= points on the bridge had and drove them with a mini shaker @&K Model 48 10) in three directions (4) . The mute weighm were 5.6, 6.8, and 7.9 g. Only the force transfer characteristics for in plane and asymmetric modes, which are mnsidered the most important modes, are shown in Fig. 2 .
From this figure and other omitted figures, we can see the following features. Fimt, the mute weight has litie itiuena at fquencies below 500Hz or above 9kHz. Second, the frequency and amplitude of the main resonance deeras the mute weight incm. Third, the differences between theand dips d~rease as mute weight increased~.e., the Q fact;r of the each mode is redti). 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Basically we w say that the principrd role of a mute is to lower the mode frequencies, as the head of the bridge behaves as a rigid plate for the principrd modes (4), (5), (6) and that the mute behaves merely as an effective vibratory mass. We can dso see from Fig. 2 that the second role of a mute to damp the resonances by clipping the bridge heti The existence of higher bridge modes and the corpus resonances made the find characteristics complex.
Although this study is not sufficient yet, I can show that the role of mutes are basicrdly to lower the frequency of the main resonances and the Q of the bridge.
